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Abstract 
We investigate the problem of learning disjunctions of counting functions, which are general 
cases of parity and modulo functions, with equivalence and membership queries. We prove that, 
for any prime number p, the class of disjunctions of integer-weighted counting functions with 
modulus p over the domain Z: (or Z”) for any given integer q > 2 is polynomial time learnable 
using at most n + 1 equivalence queries, where the hypotheses issued by the learner are dis- 
junctions of at most n counting functions with weights from Z,. In general, a counting function 
may have a composite modulus. We prove that, for any given integer q > 2, over the domain 
Zl, the class of read-once disjunctions of Boolean-weighted counting functions with modulus q 
is polynomial-time learnable with only one equivalence query and O(nq) membership queries. 
1. Introduction 
Recently, symmetric Boolean functions, especially parity functions and modulo func- 
tions, have received much attention in computational learning theory. It is known that 
the class of single parity functions [ 151 (see also [16]) and the class of single modulo 
functions with modulus p for any given prime number p [4] are pat-learnable. In 
[ 121 (see also [ 131) it was proved that parity functions of monomials with at most 
k literals are pat-learnable, while given the assumption that RP # NP parity tinctions 
of k monomials are not pat-learnable with the same type of functions as hypotheses, 
for any fixed k 3 2. Meanwhile, Blum and Singh [6] proved that, for any constant k, 
Boolean functions of k monomials are pat-learnable by the more expressive hypothesis 
class of general DNF formulas. They also showed that, for any k > 2, for any fixed 
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symmetric function f except {A, ‘A, T, F} on k inputs, f consisting of k monomials is 
not pat-learnable with the same type of functions as hypothesis under the assumption 
that RP#NP. 
In the on-line learning model with queries, it is known (see [2]) that read-once 
Boolean functions over the basis (AND, OR, NOT) are polynomial-time learnable with 
equivalence and membership queries. This result was extended in [14] to Boolean 
functions over a larger basis including arbitrary threshold functions and parity ftmc- 
tions. Further, it was shown in [9] that read-once functions over the basis of arbitrary 
symmetric functions are polynomial-time learnable with equivalence and membership 
queries. However, it was also proved in [9] that read-twice functions over the same 
basis are not learnable under standard cryptographic assumptions. 
Our goal in this paper is to obtain further positive results for on-line learning of 
counting functions, which include parity and modulo functions, with equivalence and 
membership queries. The negative result in [9] for read-twice Boolean functions over 
the basis of arbitrary symmetric functions is very strong. However, a key condition in 
this result is that one requires the basis to include the three-input consensus function, 
i.e., a function outputs 1 if and only if all its inputs get the same value. However, 
for many specific symmetric functions, e.g., modulo functions, counting functions, and 
threshold functions, this condition does not hold, i.e., no one of those functions is 
equivalent to a consensus function. 
We observe that a disjunction of integer-weighted counting functions over a field Z, 
for a given prime number p corresponds to a linear system over the field Z,. We prove 
that (1) the class of homogeneous linear systems over an arbitrary field is polynomial- 
time learnable with at most n equivalence queries, and (2) the class of linear systems 
over an arbitrary field is polynomial-time learnable with at most 12 + 1 equivalence 
queries. Here II is the number of input variables, the hypotheses issued in (1) by the 
learner are homogeneous linear systems of no more than n equations, and the hypothe- 
ses issued in (2) are also linear systems of no more than n equations. The first result 
implies that, for any prime number p, the class of disjunctions of integer-weighted 
modulo functions with modulus p over the field Z, is polynomial-time learnable with 
at most IZ queries, where the hypotheses issued by the learner are disjunctions of mod- 
ulo functions with modulus p and weights from Z,. The second result implies that, for 
any prime number p, the class of disjunctions of integer-weighted counting functions 
with modulus p is polynomial-time learnable with at most II + 1 equivalence queries, 
where the hypotheses issued by the learner are disjunctions of counting functions with 
modulus p and weights from Zp. We also extend the above results to disjunctions of 
integer-weighted modulo functions (or in general integer-weighted counting functions) 
with different prime moduli. 
The above results rely on the facts that Z, is a field for any prime number p. When 
p is a composite number, however, this is not true. Nevertheless, we prove that, given 
any integer q > 2, the class of read-once disjunctions of Boolean-weighted counting 
functions modulo q over the domain Z; is polynomial-time learnable with only one 
equivalence query and O(nq) membership queries, where n is the number of input 
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variables. This result cannot be subsumed by the result in [9] on learning read-once 
functions over the basis of arbitrary symmetric functions in the sense of the equivalence 
query complexity, since their bound on the number of equivalence queries is n3. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume that 2 is the set of all integers. For any integer n 3 1, let V,, be the set 
of variables x I,..., x,. Let Z,={O ,..., q- l} for any integer q 3 2, Z,“={O ,..., q- 1)“. 
Elements in Z; are thought of here as n x 1 vectors. We consider counting functions 
that consist of variables in V,. Our example space will be Z” and Zi for q 2 2. When 
q = 2, Z: is the n-bit Boolean space. For any positive integer q, any k E Z,, and any 
integer vector a’ = (at , . ,a,)T E Z”, an integer-weighted counting function Cq,k,; with 
modulus q is defined as 
(:q,k,&l,. . .,&I> = 
0 if C:=, aixi E k (mod q), 
1 otherwise. 
Here we say that a’ is the integer-weight vector (or weight for short) of Cq,k,a. When 
k = 0, we say that C,,,, is an integer-weighted modulo function, and denote it by 
A&a. When aEZ$, we say that C,,,; (or Mq,a) is a Boolean-weighted counting (or 
modulo) function. 
For an integer-weighted counting function C,,k,;, let vars(C~,k,z) denote the set of 
all relevant variables xi of Cs,+, i.e., variables x, such that ai # 0. A disjunction F 
of integer-weighted counting functions Cq,,kl.$, . . , cq,&,& is Cq,,k,,a, V V cy,,k,,Z, 
Let vars(F) be the set of all relevant variables of F, i.e., the set varS(Cq,,k,,Z, ) U. U 
uars(Cq,,k,,Z,). If for any i,jE{l,..., t}, i #j implies that vars(C4,,k,,ii,)nvars(C,,,k,,a,) 
= $, then we say that F is read-once, i.e., each relevant variable of F occurs in exactly 
one counting function in F. 
For X E {Z,,Z}, an example 51 EX” satisfies a counting function C if and only if 
C(M) = 1. Example CI is a positive example for a disjunction F of counting functions 
if it satisfies at least one counting function in F (we write F(u) = 1) and a negative 
example otherwise (we write F(a) = 0). 
For an example tl E Zq, let a[i] denote the ith bit value of CY, i.e., the value of the 
variable x, in x In general, for any literal y, a[y] denotes the value of y in x. For 
iE{l , . . . , n}, flip(cc, i) stands for the example obtained from CI by flipping exactly the 
ith bit value in I, i.e., changing the ith bit value to 0 if it is 1, and to 1 otherwise. 
More generally, for a set I &{ 1,. . . , n}, let jip(a, Z) be the example obtained from z 
by flipping the ith bit value in CI for every i E I. For convenience, we also extend 
pip to act on literals or sets of literals in the following way, when 1 E {xi,Xi}, let 
jIip(~, 1) =j?ip(cc, i), and similarly define &(cc,S) for a set S of literals. 
For any subset A C V,, let @(A) be the characteristic vector of A. That is, c(A) is a 
n-bit vector, for any i with 1 d i d n, the ith bit of @(A) is 1 if x, EA or 0 otherwise. 
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For any integer q and k, for any variable xi, 1 6 i < n, C&J{~,J) is a counting function 
with only relevant variable xi. In other words, C,,~,A+)) corresponds to the equation 
xi E k (mod 9). 
Our learning model is the standard model for on-line learning with equivalence and 
membership queries (see, [l]). A learning process for a class C of Boolean-valued 
functions over the domain X” with the variable set V, is viewed as a dialogue be- 
tween a learner A and the environment. The goal of the learner is to learn an unknown 
target function f E C that has been fixed by the environment. In order to gain infor- 
mation about f the learner proposes hypothesis function h from a fixed hypothesis 
space H with CC: H. Whenever h # f for the proposed hypothesis h, the environ- 
ment responds with a counterexample a E X” such that h(a) # f(a). The learner may 
also ask membership queries for some examples CI EX”, to which the environment 
responds with “yes” if f(cl) = 1 or “no” otherwise. The learner succeeds when it re- 
ceives “yes” for an equivalence query from the environment, or it can conclude that 
the current hypothesis is logically equivalent to the target function f. We assume that 
the time complexity of asking a membership query for an example is proportional to 
the size of the example, and the time complexity of asking an equivalence query for 
a hypothesis h is proportional to the size of h and the size of the counterexample the 
environment replies for h. We say that C is polynomial-time learnable with equiva- 
lence and membership queries, if there is an algorithm for learning any target function 
f E C, using polynomially in n and the size of f many equivalence and membership 
queries, while the time complexity of the algorithm is polynomial in n and the size 
off. 
3. Counting functions via linear systems 
In this section, we design algorithms for learning disjunctions of counting functions 
with a prime modulus. Our algorithms are based on the folklore algorithm for learning 
a vector space (see, e.g., [15,4]). However, they are stronger than the folklore algo- 
rithm, because they make substantial improvement on the hypothesis representation: 
The hypotheses issued by our algorithms are disjunctions of no more than n count- 
ing functions, this is in contrast to the vector space hypotheses used by the folklore 
algorithm. 
We assume that K is an arbitrary field; addition and multiplication of two elements 
in K, and inversion of a nonzero element in K, are all of polynomial-time complexity. 
More precisely, the time complexity of those field operations is polynomial in the 
logarithm of the number of the elements contained in the field. For any positive integer 
n, K” is a vector space of dimension n over the field K. Every LY E K” denotes an n x 1 
vector, and ~1~ is the 1 x n transposition of a. Let &,I be an m x 1 zero-vector, ,?n,~ 
be an n x 1 vector of IZ variables x1,. . . ,x,, where xi takes values from K. For any 
m x n matrix A,,, and any m x 1 vector &,,,I over K, a linear system L(A,,,, &,I) of 
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m linear equations over K is given as follows: 
r E K” is a solution of the linear system L(A,,,,&r ), if 
4,~ = &,,,I. 
When &,J = &,,J, we say that L(A m,n, &,,I ) is a homogeneous linear system, or homo- 
geneous system for short. For convenience, we write L(A,,,)= L(A,,,,&J). From the 
definition of the counting functions, we observe that a disjunction of counting fimc- 
tions is essentially equivalent to a linear system (which depends on the disjunction of 
counting functions) in the following sense: For any example CC, it makes the disjunc- 
tion of counting functions zero if and only if it is a solution to the linear system. The 
following two general theorems are established. 
Theorem A. The class of homogeneous systems over the domain K” for any given 
field K is polynomial-time learnable with at most n equivalence queries. Moreover, 
the hypotheses issued by the learner are also homogeneous systems over K with no 
more than n linear equations. 
Theorem B. The class of all linear systems over the domain K” for any given field 
K is polynomial-time learnable with at most n + 1 equivalence queries. Moreover, 
the hypotheses issued by the learner are also linear systems over the field K with no 
more than n equations. 
From now on in this section we assume that p is a given prime number, and q 3 2 is 
a given integer. We know that Z, is a field with modulo p addition and multiplication. 
Note that addition and multiplication of any two numbers in Z,, and inversion of any 
non-zero number in Z,, are of poly(log p) complexity, where the length of any number 
in Z, is no more than log p. Before we prove the above two general theorems, we 
first give the following corollaries. 
Corollary A.l. Given X E {Z,,Z} with q 3 2, the class of disjunctions of modulo 
functions Mpg; with weights a’ E Z” over the domain X” is polynomial-time learnable 
with at most n equivalence queries, while the hypotheses issued by the learner are 
disjunctions of at most n modulo functions Mp,a with weights FEZ;. 
Corollary A.2. Given X E {Z&Z} with q > 2. Let P = {PI,. . , pk} be a set of prime 
numbers. Then, the class of disjunctions of modulo functions Mp,; with weights ?i~ Z” 
and p E P over the domain X” is polynomial-time learnable with at most kn equiva- 
lence queries, while the hypotheses issued by the learner are disjunctions of at most 
kn modulo functions M,,a with weights a’~ Zi and p E P. 
Corollary B.l. Given X E {Z4, Z} with q 3 2, the class of all disjunctions of counting 
functions Cr,k,; with weights 2~ Z” over the domain X” is polynomial-time learnable 
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with at most n + 1 equivalence queries, while the hypotheses issued by the learner are 
disjunctions of at most n counting functions cr,k,=t with weights ZE Zi. 
Corollary B.2. Given X E {Z,, Z} with q 2 2. Let P = { ~1,. . . , pt} be a set of prime 
numbers. Then, the class of disjunctions of counting functions C,,k,; with weights 
ZE Z” and p E P over the domain X” is polynomial-time learnable with at most 
k(n+ 1) equivalence queries, while the hypotheses issued by the learner are disjunctions 
of at most kn counting functions Cp,k,a with weights dE Zg and p E P. 
We now prove our theorems and corollaries. 
Proof of Theorem A. Assume that L(A,,n) is the target system. Let II,, be the I x I 
identity matrix over K. Let S, be the set of all solutions received during the first r 
stages, the learning algorithm Learn-HS (where “HS” stands for “homogeneous sys- 
tem”) is given as follows. 
Algorithm Learn-HS 
Stage 1. Set the first hypothesis HI =L(I,,,). Ask an equivalence query for HI. If the 
learner receives “yes” then stop, otherwise he receives a nonzero solution Z, E K” of 
L(A,,,). Let 4 = (2,). 
Stage r > 2. Let S+i = {I?,,..., c?+ I}. Construct from vectors in Sr_i a matrix 
&-(r-i),,, such that the set of all solutions of the homogeneous system L(B,_+l),n) 
is span(S,_l) = {tla, + ... + t,_l5$_llti E K, 1 d i d r - l}. Set the rth hypothesis 
H,. =L(B,_(,_I),~). If r = n + 1, the learner concludes that H,. is equivalent to L(A,,,) 
so stop. When r < n, ask an equivalence query for Hr, if “yes” then stop, otherwise 
the learner receives a solution F&. which is outside span(Sr_1). Set S,. = S,. U {Zr}. 
End of Algorithm Learn-HS 
Claim 3.1. At any stage r with 1 < r d n + 1, the following holds: (1) vectors in Sr-1 
are linearly independent; (2) the matrix B,_(,_I),~ exists; (3) span(S,._i) is the set 
of all solutions of Hr; and (4) every vector in span(S,_i) is a solution of the target 
system. 
Proof of Claim 3.1. By induction on r. When r = 2, S1 contains exactly one nonzero 
solution a’i of the target system L(A,,,), so it is trivial that vectors in Si are linearly 
independent, and every vector in span(&) is a solution of L(A,,,). Since t?, is nonzero, 
we may assume without loss of generality that the first element in it is not 0. Let 
a’1 = (41,a21 , . . . ,a,~)~. Since K is a field, all # 0 implies the inverse a:’ exists. Let 
Dn_i,i = (a21,. . . ,a,l)T, define the matrix 
4-i,, = (-Q-U (ail) J--l,+-l) 
Then, &I,, has rank n - 1. By simple calculation, B,_Ql = &.~,I. Thus, span($) 
is exactly the set of all solutions of the system L(B,_,,,). Hence, our claim holds for 
r = 2. 
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Assume our claim is true for any r with 1 < r 6 k < n + 1. At stage k + 1, by the 
induction assumption, we know that, vectors in Sk-1 are linearly independent, vectors in 
span(Sk_r ) are solutions of the target system, and span(Sk_r ) is the set of all solutions 
of the hypothesis Hk. Thus, when the learner receives a counterexample & for Hk, then 
& is a solution of the target system which is outside span(&_r ). This implies that 
Zk is linearly independent from vectors in Sk-l, Hence, vectors in Sk = Sk_ l U {&} 
are linearly independent and vectors in span(&) are solutions of the target system. 
Let the matrix Qn,k = (jir , . . . , &), since K is a field, we may assume without loss of 
generality that the submatrix Gk,k consisting of elements on the first k rows in e,,J 
has an inverse G;;. Let Nn-k,k be the submatrix consisting of elements on the last 
n - k rows in &k. Define the matrix 
8-x-a = 
( 
-Nn-k,k G-’ I k k, n-k,n-k ) . 
Then, Bn-k,n has rank n - k, and &_k,nQn,k = 6+k,k. Thus, span(&) is the set of 
all solutions of the system L(B,_k,,). Combing this and the analysis above, our claim 
holds. 0 
By the above claim, at any stage r with 2 d Y d n, either the learner learns the 
target system, or receives a solution of the target system which is linearly independent 
from the solutions in S,_r . Since the target system has at most n linearly independent 
solutions, the learner learns it with at most n equivalence queries. 
By the assumption that, addition and multiplication of any two elements in K, and 
inversion of any element in K, are of polynomial-time complexity, one can find at 
stage r the matrix B,_(,_I),, in polynomial-time. So, the algorithm Learn-HS is of 
polynomial-time complexity. Cl 
Proof of Theorem B. Assume that A m,n2n,r = &J is the target system and let Z be 
a solution of it. Then, transforming y,,r to fa:,,r = zR,r - Z, we have the equivalent 
homogeneous system II,,,~?~J =&J _ Thus, in order to learn the target system, we only 
need to find a solution Z (this can be done by one equivalence query) and then learn 
the homogeneous system A,,, Fn,,r = o’,,, . Hence, by Theorem A, Theorem B holds. CT 
Proof of Corollary A.l. Assume F =AJ,,J, V . VMp,;t is the target function. For the 
weight a’, = (air,. . . , ai,,)T of MP,ci,, let bi = (a,[ mod p, . , Uin mod P)~. Then, 6i E ZE. 
It is easy to see that F is equivalent to the function 
Hence, in order to learn F, one only needs to learn F*. Define a matrix 
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Then, F* (and hence F) is equivalent to the homogeneous system over the domain Z; 
in the sense that, for any vector z?~ Zi, F*(2) = 0 if and only if x’ is a solution to 
the above system. Note also that for a vector d’ E Zi, a linear equation (a)T . zj,,r E 
0 (mod p) is equivalent to the modulo function MP 2. Therefore, our corollary follows 
from Theorem A, and Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 below.’ 0 
Lemma 3.2. Assume q 5 p. Let L(B,,n) be a given homogeneous system over the 
domain Z; with modulo p addition and multiplication. Assume that S = {a,,, . . , &} 
is a set of linearly independent vectors in Z; such that span(S) = {kl?il + . .. + 
k&.i,(ki EZ,, 1 < i < r} is the set of all solutions of L(B,,,) over the domain Zi. Then, 
the set of all solutions of L(B,,.) over the domain Zi is Rspan(S) = span(S) fl Zi. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. It is obvious that any vector in Rspan(S) is a solution of L(B,,.) 
over Z;. Suppose that b’ is a solution of L(B,,,) over Zt, then it is also a solution of 
L(B,,,) over Z& since Zi c Z;. Hence, ZE R span(S). 0 
Lemma 3.3. Given X E {Z,,Z}, let L(B,,,) be a homogeneous system over the domain 
X” with modulo p addition and multiplication and q > p. Assume that S= (21,. . . , ~2~) 
is a set of linearly independent vectors in Zz such that span(S) = {klal + . ‘. + 
k,.?iri,lki EZ,, 1 < i < r} is the set of all solutions of L(B,,,) over the domain ZF. 
Then, the set of all solutions of L(B,,,) over the domain X” is E span(S) = (2 + 
(41P,..., qnp)TlaESpan(S);gjEX,l <j<n}fIX”. 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. It is obvious that any vector in Espan(S) is a solution of L(B,,,) 
over X”. Suppose that 6= (b 1,. . . , b,)T E X” is a solution of L(B,,,). Let bj = dj + qjp, 
where dj E Z,, qj E X. Let d’= (d 1,. . . , d, )T, then d’ E Z;, and d’ is a solution of L(B,,, ) 
because b’ is. Since span(S) is the set of all solutions of L(B,,,) over Zi, there exist 
kigZp for 1 <i<r such that d=kla’l +...+kra’,. Thus, $=klal +...+k&.+ 
(41P,...> qnp)T E E span(S). Cl 
Corollaries A.2 and B.2 can be derived from the more general well-known fact: Let 
Fi , . . . , F, be the classes of functions that are learnable using only negative cotmterex- 
amples. Then, the class F = {f 1 V . . . V fsl f i E Fi, 1 < i < s} is also learnable using 
only negative counterexamples. For the completeness of this paper, we give a proof to 
Corollary A.2. 
Proof of Corollary A.2. Assume that 
F = Mp,,a,, v . . ’ v MP,,a,,, v . . . v Mpk,(ik, v . . . v Mpk,aks, 
is a target function. For the integer-weight zij = (bql, . . , bij~)T of M,,,;,,, let 
z; =(bijl mod pi,...,b, mod pi)T. 
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Then, z,$ E Z;, . It is easy to see that F is equivalent to the function 
F* = I&,,;;, V . . v Mp,,a;, v . v M,,,;;, v . . v IU~~,~;, . 
I i 
Hence, in order to learn F, one only needs to learn F*. Define the matrices, 
(G )T 
A:,,n= 
i 1 
: , i=l,..., k. 
(Z*i )T 
Then, F* (and hence F) is equivalent to the “conjunction” of the homogeneous systems 
A;,,n& = &,,I, i = l,..., k, 
over the domain X” with modulo pi addition and multiplication in the sense that, 
for any vector iiE X”, F*(G) = 0 if and only if ii is a solution to each of the above 
systems. Note also that for a vector CE Z”, a linear equation (LQT.XO,i s 0 (mod pi) 
is equivalent to the modulo function Mp,,i with the integer-weight U: 
One then learns F* (hence F) through learning L(Afg,,), for i = 1,. . . , k, simultane- 
ously. At each stage, let & be the hypothesis for L(Af8,,), i = 1,. . . , k. In other words, 
Hi is a hypothesis for 
M pd,q v . v Mp,,i; 
One sets H = HI V . . V Hk to be the hypothesis for F*. According to Corollaries A. 1 
and A.2, one can learn each of the systems L(Aj,,,) with at most n equivalence queries, 
and the hypotheses issued by the learner are homogeneous systems with weights from 
Z,,. When one receives a counterexample for the hypothesis H, one can derive from 
this counterexample a new linearly independent vector (i.e., solution) to at least one of 
the systems L(Afz,,). Thus, with at most kn equivalence queries one can learn F*. By 
Corollaries A.1 and A.2 the time complexity for learning each of the systems L(&,) is 
T(n, log q, m), where T is a polynomial, and m is the size of the largest counterexample 
the learner has received during the learning process. Note that when the domain is Z:, 
m d n log q. So, the time complexity for learning F* is kT(n, log q, m). 0 
Analogously, with Theorem B, one can prove Corollaries B.l and B.2 as we did for 
Corollaries A. 1 and A.2, respectively. 
4. Read-once disjunctions of counting functions 
As argued in [8], it is reasonable to believe that an equivalence query is more 
expensive than a membership query. A practically ideal learning algorithm will use as 
few equivalence queries as possible. We will design a learning algorithm for the class 
of read-once disjunctions of Boolean-weighted counting functions over the domain Z: 
that requires only one equivalence query. Previous work [9] shows that this class can 
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be learned using equivalence and membership queries, but the bound on the number 
of equivalence queries is n3. 
We will show in the following theorem that one equivalence query is very critical for 
any algorithms that learn read-once disjunctions of Boolean-weighted counting functions 
over the domain Zi. 
Theorem 4.1. Let L be an algorithm for learning the class of read-once disjunctions 
of Boolean-weighted counting functions over the domain Zi. Assume that L uses only 
membership queries. Then, the lower bound on the number of membership queries 
required by L is 2”. 
Proof. Note that there are 2” many examples in Zi. For any example a’ E Zi, consider 
the following read-once disjunction of counting functions: 
It is easy to see that I? is the only one example that makes F zero. There is also one 
read-once disjunction of Boolean-weighted counting functions such that all examples 
make it zero. This read-once disjunction of Boolean-weighted functions is given as 
follows: 
where components in 0’ are all 0. With the analysis above, we can use the following 
adversary strategy to challenge the learning algorithm L: Always answer “yes” for the 
first 2n - 1 membership queries. After that there are two possible cases for the target 
function: Either all examples make it zero, or there is exactly one example (i.e., the 
only example that has not been queried), denote it by 2, making it zero. In order to 
determine the target, the learning algorithm L must ask the last membership query for 
a’. Hence, the total number of membership queries required by the learning algorithm 
L is 2”. 0 
In the following, we assume that q 2 2 is a given integer, F = Cq,k,,zl V . . . V Cq,k,,sl 
is a disjunction of counting functions with Boolean-weights i;i E Z.$‘, i = 1,. . . , t. We 
also assume that a is a negative counterexample for F. 
Lemma 4.1. For any variabZe x E vars(C,,k,,z,)), F(jlip(cl,x)) = Cq,k,,k(Jl@(~,~)) = 1, 
i=l ,...> t. 
Proof. Since a is a negative example for F, C4,k8,zi(a) = 0. This implies that 
s= c a[x] = ki (mod q). 
xE~4C,,k$,z, ) 
Hence, for any x E vars(C,,ki,~z), after flipping x in U, the original sum S modulo q 
then becomes either ki + 1 or ki - 1, so F(Jip(a,x)) = C,,,,;r(fZip(a,x)) = 1. 0 
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Lemma 4.2. vat-s(F) = {x E V,,jF(jl@(cc,x)) = l}. 
Proof. On the one hand, by Lemma 4.1, uars(F) = lJ{ua~s(C~,~,,~~))li = I,...,t)c 
{x E VnIF($flip(cc,x))=l}. On the other hand, for any variable y E {x E V,I F(Pip(r,x)) 
= 11, we have C,,,,~,Wflip(~, y))= 1 f or some j E { 1,. . , t}. Note again that C4,k,,;, (x) 
= 0, since x is a negative example. Thus, y E var.s(C,,~~, ) and vars(F) = {X E V,, 
F(JEip(cc,x)) = 1). q 
Lemma 4.3. For any two distinct variables u, v E vars(C~,k,,~,), for any w $4 
vars(Cq,k,,;8), 1 d i d t, we have (1) F(.fEip(g{u,w}))=l and, (2) F(fIip(cc,{u,v}))=O 
tf 4Ul # 4Vl. 
Proof. It follows from F(cY) = 0 that C,,k,,z,(a) = 0, i.e., 
For u E “ars(C&Z,) and w $! vars(C,,k,,~,), after flipping u and w in CI, the above 
sum S is changed to ki - 1 mod q or ki + 1 mod q, thus F(fIip(a, {u,w})) = Cq,k,.;! 
(Pip(@, {uw})) = 1. F or t wo distinct variables U, L’ E vars(C&,,;,), if Z[U] # a[~], after 
flipping u and v in a, the above sum S is still ki mod q, thus F(Jlip(a, {u, w})) = 
C y,k,,ii,(%it)(% {% u>>> = 0. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Assume that F is read-once. Then, for any set SC vars(F) of exactly q 
variables .such that they all have the same value in a, F(,flip(a, S)) = 0 tf und only if 
SCvnrs(Cq,k,,ci,) for some cq,$,,zs in F. 
Proof. The sufficient condition is trivial, since F is read-once. Assume F(flip(cc, S))=O 
and suppose by contradiction that S 9 vars(C~,k,,z,) for any CqJ+, in F, this implies 
that there are Cq,k,,r7, and C,,,,j, with i # j such that S n vars( C4,k,,zt ) # 4, and 
S n nnrs(C,,k,,c;,) # 6 Thus, F(P@(a,S))= &kZ(%@(%s))= Cq,k,,~,((%ip(~,S)) = 1, 
a contradiction. So, there must be some C4.k,,c;, in F such that S 5 vars(C,,k,,;,). C 
Lemma 4.5. Assume vars(Cq,k,,~S)={~l ,..., u,} and m < q. Then, (1) C,,k,,;! is equi- 
valent to [C4,0,zc~U,>, V . . . V cq,O,,ii({un,})] if [dull = ” = a[%] = 01; (2) cq,k,,Z is 
equivalent to [C,, ~,i;({~~j) v . . v cq,,,$({u,})] if [LX[Ul] = . . . = X[U,] = 11. 
Proof. Note that C4,k,,z,(a)==O. When a[~]]=. ..=a[u,,,]=O, a[u,]+...+a[u,,J=O E k, 
(mod q). When a[ui] = . = a[~,] = 1, ~[ui] +. . + ct[u,] = m E ki (mod q). In the 
first case, we have k,=O. Since m < q, Cq,o,zt(ul ,..., u,) is equivalent to C,,,,,~,,~,V 
. . . V C,J,ii({C,J)~ In the latter case, we have k, = m < q, thus Crm,r7,(ui,. . , u, ) is 
equivalent to C,,I,~({~,~) V. .. V (+,~,~(i(l~,,,j). 0
Theorem 4.2. The class of all read-once disjunctions of Boolean-weighted counting 
functions with modulus q over the domain Zi is polynomial-time learnable using only 
one equivalence query and O(ng) membership queries. 
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Proof, Assume F = Cq,k,,z, V ... V Cq,k,,~, is the target function. We construct the 
learning algorithm Learn-RODC (where “RODC” stands for “read-once disjunctions of 
counting functions”) that runs in stages. 
Algorithm L.zam-RODC 
Stage 0. Ask an equivalence query for the “TRUE” function. If “yes” then stop; oth- 
erwise the learner receives a negative counterexample c(. 
Stage 1. For each x E V,, ask a membership query for &(a,~). Let van(F) be the 
set of all those x such that the learner receives “yes” for ~%p(a,x). 
Stage 2. Fix any u E vars(F). For any v E vurs(F) - {u} such that c$u] # CI[V], ask 
a membership query for $@(a, {u, v}). Let G, be the set of all those v such that the 
learner receives “no” for J@(cr, {u, v}). Let P, be the set of all those x such that 
G, = G, # #J, and CL[.X] = CL[U]. Set PG = {(PU, G,)\u E van(F), G, # &J}. 
Stage 3. Let Rvurs(F) be the set of all variables in van(F) but not in any of the 
two sets contained in every element in PG. Fix any u E Rvars(F). For any subset S of 
Rvurs(F) - {u} with exactly q - 1 variables such that all those variables and u have 
the same value in IX, ask a membership query for $@(a, {u} US). Let S, be the union 
of all those subsets S and {u} such that the learner receives “no” for Jip(cc, {u} US). 
Set RS = {&Iu E Rums(F),& # 4). 
Stage 4. Let Evurs(F) be the set of all variables in u&F) but not in any sets in PG 
or RS. For any set A 2 V,,, let k(A) = CxEA C$X] mod q. The learner concludes that the 
target function F is equivalent to 
End of Algorithm Learn-RODC 
We now analyze the algorithm Learn-RODC. We may assume without loss of gen- 
erality that F $ “TRUE”. Thus, at stage 0, the learner receives a negative counterex- 
ample a for F. It follows from Lemma 4.2 that one finds mm(F) at stage 1 with 
II membership queries. At stage 2, by Lemma 4.3, one finds all those vurs(C,,kl,at) 
such that there are two variables in vars(C,,kl,a) with different values in CI. Thus, 
V{Cq,k(PUG),~~PUG)I(P, G) E PG} is the disjunction of all those counting functions in 
F such that each of them has two relevant variables with different values in LX. The 
number of membership queries required at this stage is at most 2n2. At stage 3, by 
Lemma 4.4, one finds all those vars(Cqb,k,,s) such that vars(C,,k,,;l) consists of at least 
p variables that have the same value in ~1. Thus, V{C q,k(s),~(~j]S E RS} is the disjunc- 
tion of all those counting functions in F such that each of them has at least q relevant 
variables with the same value in a. The number of membership queries required at this 
stage is at most nq. By Lemma 4.5, V{C q,alxl,z((x)$r E Euurs(F)} is equivalent to the 
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disjunction of all those counting functions (&,,a in F such that vars(C,,k,,a, ) consists 
of less than q relevant variables that have the same value in a. No membership queries 
are required at this stage. With the above analysis, F is equivalent to H. Learn-RODC 
needs only one equivalence query and n + 2n2 + rzq membership queries. The time 
complexity is O(n* + 2n3 + nq+l) = O(nq+‘). q 
The motivation for reducing the number of equivalence queries is that they are more 
expensive than membership queries in many contexts.The algorithm Learn-RODC is 
very useful when equivalence queries are terribly more expensive than membership 
queries. On the other hand, it becomes exponential when the modulus q is in the order 
of n. We do not know whether there is an algorithm for learning read-once disjunction 
of Boolean-weighted counting functions using one equivalence queries and poly(n,q) 
many membership queries. 
5. Concluding remarks 
We summarize some recent progress made on the open problems left in the prelim- 
inary version of this paper [ 1 l] regarding learning counting functions with queries. 
Negations. We do not know whether disjunctions of integer-weighted counting fimc- 
tions with a prime modulus p over the domain Zi are still polynomial-time leam- 
able when some of the functions are negated. Recently, a positive answer to this 
problem was obtained in [7] when the number of negated functions is bounded by 
O(nllog( P - 1)). 
Conjunctions. We do not know whether conjunctions of counting functions with 
a prime modulus p over the domain Zi is polynomial-time learnable. When p is a 
constant, a positive solution to this problem was obtained in [lo]. The result in [lo] 
is an improvement on the learning algorithm for conjunctions of modulo functions 
with a constant prime modulus p developed in [3]. A similar problem for a composite 
modulus q is also open, and for this problem no results have been obtained even if q 
is a constant. 
Composite mod&. In [7] it was shown that disjunctions of counting functions with 
a composite modulus q over the domain Zi are polynomial-time learnable. This solves 
an open problem from Chen and Homer [I l] concerning learning counting functions 
with composite modulus. 
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